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Wirt Għawdex N E W S L E T T E R
From President Paul G. Pisani’s inauguration address:

No 1/16

“It is an honour for me to preside over this society for

which we are inaugurating these new premises. This site has historic value and, in
fact, the old name of ‘Dar is-Sultan’ or, as we now call it, ‘Dar il-Gvernatur’, are
names with clear references to the time when our islands were ruled by foreign powers.”

He continued to talk about the need of proper space for meeting and organizing
the activities of a society and how the lack of such space had limited the activities
of the NGO since it’s inception in the 70’s .
“........In the 90’s, when the society had already changed its name to Wirt Ghawdex,
‘Dar il-Lunzjata’, the gatehouse at Lunzjata Valley was made available as a
meeting place. While the location was most picturesque, the site lacked the facilities
required for the efficient running of an office in today’s world.”

Dr. Pisani also spoke about the ongoing cooperation between the society and the Ministry for Gozo and
how the handing over of this site to be used as Wirt Għawdex’s headquarters was another gesture of
this collaboration.
He also touched on the subject of civic responsibitity, particularly corporate sponsorship
“...it is very unfortunate that the concept of corporate sponsorship has not really caught on in Gozo and it is
not often that private commercial entities offer to sponsor restoration works on historical buildings. I feel

that it is my duty to remind large commercial entities, especially ones well established in Malta, that the
Gozitan people are also contributing to their financial prosperity and they ,therefore, should not forget this
when we knock on their doors and ask for their help in carrying the heavy costs for the restoration of
historical monuments and sites in Gozo and Comino.”

He ended the address by thanking past Presidents of Wirt Ghawdex , the Minister Anton Refalo, H.E.
Bishop Grech for blessing the new headquarters, the committee members, volunteers and members of
the society, the Malta Tourism Authority for making it possible to have the re-enactment group and the
Ministry for Gozo team who co-organized the day’s event. He hoped that this new Headquarters would
help to draw more young people to it so that they could, one day, work to preserve Gozo’s heritage for
future generations just like our forefathers preserved them for us.
From the Minister for Gozo, Anton Refalo’s address:

The Minister pointed out the fact that the Ministry
for Gozo and Wirt Għawdex had the same goals—
that of working for the continuous enhancement of
our island home. He said that the Ministry has
always had full faith and confidence in Wirt Għawdex
and its work which is not only preserving our history
and culture but also adding beauty and value to
Gozo. He noted that when it came to supporting this
NGO, both the Government and the Opposition
promised to continue
backing Wirt Għawdex’s
efforts to preserve the heritage that belongs to us all.

Gozo in Print (18)

This article was written by John Cremona
Executive Committee Member of Wirt Għawdex

Gozitans as seen by foreigners
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In my last article I dealt with the description of Gozitans as seen by foreigners.
This article is a continuation of the said article.
The engraving being published with this article is taken from the series of books entitled L’UNIVERS ou
Histoire et Description de tous les peoples, de leurs religions, moeurs, industrie, costumes etc. published
in Paris by M. D’Avezac and printed by the brother editors Firmin Didot as one of the books in the encyclopaedic series that featured all the countries of the World, their people, their traditions, history and religions amongst other topics. The section on Malta and Gozo was written by Frederic Lacroix. This series
was subsequently published in Italian and Spanish.
As I have stated in my previous article, Lacroix plagiarised shamelessly from Jean Houel’s work since the
published text is taken word by word from Houel. The same cannot be said, however, with regard to the
engravings published in his book. Most of them are original and to date we do not know who was the artist or artists who executed these engravings. Of the 41 engravings of Malta and Gozo which appear in
this book, 16 of them show Gozo scenes and objects. These engravings have been printed in large quantities and they are not difficult to find. In fact many people do have sets of these engravings framed at
their homes.
This engraving depicts Gozitan men and
women in traditional garb. It does not
seem that the traditional faldetta or għonnella caught the attention of the artist in
Gozo as it did in Malta. It might be that in
Gozo, being more rural, the use of the
faldetta was not widely used except by a
few well-off families living in Rabat and the
bigger villages. The ladies described by
Houel and therefore also by Lacroix are
country women. Their description, as I did
in the previous article, is taken from Jean
Houel’s book.
The author is impressed with the beauty
and hardiness of Gozital folk. The
following is a word by word description
taken from Jean Houel; ‘What had already
given me this idea was the spectacle, which I enjoyed every evening upon returning from my outings as
an antiquarian or naturalist, mounted on a donkey. In crossing the fields, coming back towards my
lodgings, I would meet groups of peasant men and women, who were carrying on their heads sacks of
cotton, which they had just picked. All these bands of people trooping home seemed to me very fit and
healthy, and appeared merry and satisfied with their day. The women especially had an air of being
delighted by the triumph which they had gained through their work against the ingratitude of the sun.
Their gait clearly showed their joy, and they took no care at all to confine and scrupulously hide from my
eyes the somewhat salient charms which nature had conferred on their sex. And here, as indeed
elsewhere it is the most lovely ones who are the least scrupulous. Their arms were raised in the air to
balance the burden they were carrying: this posture enhanced their naturally elegant figures, and
increased their innate grace. They were followed often by several flocks of sheep or goats, but these
flocks were not very numerous’.*

The engraving measures 101mm x 147mm and is entitled Habitants de l’Ile du Goze
and is marked as plate No. 23
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*Translation from the French text by William Driscoll taken from the Wirt Għawdex Publication 1999.

Cultural Heritage Tours
Again this year, Wirt Għawdex offered to be one of the options for sixth form students’ extracurricular
activities where those students interested in our history and heritage choose to visit Wirt Għawdex
sites. They have 5 visits a year and they are taken to a different site for each visit which always includes a short historical explanation of the site. This year there was the added attraction of visiting
the restoration works at the citadel and the new archeological finds. This was made possible thanks
to Citadel Project Coordinator and Wirt Għawdex committee member John Cremona. During one of
the visits, John gave the large group of students (over 70) an informative presentation of the many
challenges encountered during this massive project. This prepared them for the following visit where
they were taken on a walking tour of the citadel where John could point out some of the features mentioned in his presentation. The students particularly enjoyed walking down the previously blocked
sally port and out into the beautifully transformed ditch.
The ever-growing number of students who
choose to visit a historical site for their cultural
visits is encouraging as it shows a growing
awareness and interest in their island home’s
heritage. Kudos also to their teachers whose
enthusiasm for these cultural visits instills
such an interest in their students.
Wirt
Għawdex is always glad to be part of such an
awareness effort.
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The re-enactment of a popular tradition
whereas the Governor greets the visiting Grand Master and his entourage
and invites him to enter the house to
refresh himself after an arduous journey
from Malta. He would then proceed to
the Citadel in full regalia.
Thank you to Malta Tourist Authority
for their support
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A.G.M.
The 2015 AGM was held on Friday February 5, 2016 at our
Santa Cecilia Chapel.
The society’s work and projects over the year were discussed as
well as plans for the coming year.
Statistics were given regarding funds, site visitors, donations
and publication sales which all showed very encouraging numbers.
The existing committee was re-confirmed which will be less Andrew Gatt who had to resign due to work commitments. Andrew
was thanked for his contributions during his time on the committee.
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No amendments to the Statute were proposed.
The meeting was adjourned and all those present spent some
time socializing in the back room while enjoying a glass of wine.

Projects update ………..
Phase 3 of the restoration of the Old Victoria Hospital façade has been completed—and ahead of
schedule to boot!
This is thanks to the restoration group who are
working on this project with enthusiasm and pride.
The façade has now got a definitely cleaner and
restored look now that all exterior dangling wiring
has also been removed and all apertures have
been restored and repainted.
The balcony balustrades have been removed and
a wrought iron railing is being installed to bring it
back to its original look.
Phase 4a (the lending library part) will be started in
September as the restoration group will now be
moving to another project for the next few months .

Restoration team

Wirt Għawdex has forwarded to MEPA its feedback, concerns and proposals on two applications currently under review by the authority.


PA 3358/15 - The construction of a house and pool within the 100 metre buffer zone and which
would block access to Ghar Gerduf - the only Paleo-Christian burial grounds in Gozo and a Schedule I historical site.
 PA 5277/06 - The amended plans for Ta’ Cenċ.
We have reiterated that as stakeholders, we would like to be kept updated on these issues .
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Upcoming lectures
All lectures are held at Santa Cecilia Chapel starting at 18:30 hours
Date: April 1, 2016
Title: From Thevet (1757) to Schembri (1843) - The early years of Ornithology in Malta
Lecturer: Joe Sultana
Despite their small size the Maltese islands have a rich history that spans 7000
years. Situated strategically in the centre of the Mediterranean in the wide path of
bird migration, birds have fascinated people down the ages, and not surprisingly,
resulted also in a rich and varied ornithological history. The lecture covers the early
years of the history of ornithology in the Islands, from a comment by a 16th century
French monk in 1757, an account by the renowned Gozitan scholar de Soldanis of
the collection of foul smelling seabirds by a French Night, up to the era of Antonio
Schembri in the mid19th century, hailed as the father of Maltese ornithology. The
lecture is based on the first two chapters of a recent publication “History of
Ornithology in Malta” by Joe Sultana and John J. Borg published by BirdLife Malta.
Date: April 8, 2016
Title: New Light on Ancient Gozo from fresh fieldwork
Lecturers: Prof. Caroline Malone and Dr. Simon Stoddart
The lecture will report on the recent work on Gozo in 2014 and 2015 at the sites of Tac Cawla,
In- Nuffara, Ggantija and Santa Verna, and the soils of the surrounding landscape. This fieldwork has uncovered a sequence from the earliest Neolithic (older than 5,000 BC) to the later
Bronze Age (c. 1000 BC), with systematic recovery of sediments, seeds and bones for understanding the food, economy and its dating. This is teamwork and we are giving the opportunity
to younger colleagues to contribute to the reporting of the results.
This fieldwork is complementary to the work currently being undertaken by Ronika Power and
Bernadette Mercieca on the human remains from the Brochtorff Xaghra Circle, and the work
on deep cores recovering pollen, sediments and land snails by Patrick Schembri, Christopher
Hunt, Katrin Fenech, Rory Flood and Michelle Farrell. The work is also complementary to the
study of the Mgarr Ix Xini valley by Anthony Pace and his team in recent years.

Date: May 20, 2016
Title: The Decline of the Order of the Hospital - demolishing misconceptions
Lecturer: Prof. Victor Mallia-Milanes
This forms part of a work currently still in progress. Its purpose is to dispute two
misconceptions concerning the Order of the Hospital: first, that the Hospitaller institution was in decline in the eighteenth century and, secondly, that this alleged deteriorating process explains its loss of Malta to the French in 1798.
Both are historically untenable. The talk will not touch upon the myths that have
recently been created about the French for they will not survive, simply through
their own intrinsic artificiality and superficiality.

The Santa Cecilia Chapel remains the site that is most requested for events
and activities. Many ‘firsts’ have occurred there and another is planned for the
beginning of June when the first civil wedding will be held at the site.
It is very gratifying to see this historical building being utilized again by the
community and others.
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